
Version No:

4.8.2 - September 2014

Highlights:

Primo version 4.8.2 includes a number of fixes that are primarily related to the Copy 
Citation feature. Another important fix relates to the display of the number of results, 
which—in some cases—is not consistent across pages of a blended result set.

 
General Documentation for Version:
Located in the Version 4.x folder in the Ex Libris Documentation Center. 
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number

23720 In blended searches with Primo Central, the same results 
sometimes displayed after invoking the Next option several times. 
This has been fixed.

Front End - Blended search 
results

00096598

23731 In blended searches with Primo Central, the number of results 
changed when the user invoked the next option. This has been fixed.

Front End blended Search 00096617

23728 An index has been added to the PNX extensions table 
(P_PNX_EXTENSION) to improve performance in the display of 
tags and other data stored in the extensions.

Front End

15867 Queries that included a comma in Brief Search deep links were 
truncated after the comma, resulting in incorrect results. This has 
been fixed to include the text after the comma.

API - Deep Link 16384-328579, 
16384-362026, 
16384-342515,
16384-448705, 
00018418, 
00022679, 
00025040, 
00038028, 
00041621, 
00050250, 
00050324, 
00053732, 
00068454, 
00090239, 
00090744, 00095693

20112 In some cases the end user's IP was not encoded correctly and 
displayed in the browser HTML source code. This has been fixed.

Front End 00024810

23371 Primo V4.6 added the option to filter local fields so that only local 
fields that belonged to the institution of the view displayed. The 
owning institution was added to $$I. This filtering did not work when 
the record was accessed by a Permalink and displayed all local 
fields. This has been fixed.

Local fields

23606 In multiple Front End server topologies, the files uploaded to the non-
master Front End servers using the File Uploader utility included 
additional and unnecessary data. This has been fixed.

Back Office UI 00096859

4.8.2 Defect Fixes
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.8.2 Defect Fixes

22743 Multiple authors were not included in citations when they were 
present in the Additional Data section of the PNX. This has been 
fixed. 

NOTE: Some results from the Ebsco API and Remote Search lack 
this data and will require an additional fix.

Front End - citations 00082488, 00095626

23286 The author’s initial in APA citations was missing even if it existed in 
the data (addata/auinit). If the initial is in the PNX, it is now being 
included in the citation.

Front End - citations 00083788

23335 The MLA citation style displayed ‘print’ for online records. It now 
displays 'web' for online records.

Front End - citations 00076072, 00083788

23338 The volume did not display in the citation. This has been fixed. Front End - citations 00083788, 
00086396, 
00087983, 00092706

23457 The author names sometimes included additional text (such as 
Edited by). The system now strips the additional text before the 
citation is created.

Front End - citations

23458 In some cases the start and end pages number were not included in 
the the additional data section. Now the system gets the page 
numbers from either the ‘addata/pages’ field or the citation in the 
display section of the PNX.

Front End -  citations

23518 Page numbers were not included in book citations. This has been 
fixed.

Front End - citations.

23520 The EasyBib source type for some Primo resource types (such as 
Review) has been changed from Book to Journal in the Citation 
Source Types mapping table because the Journal source type is 
better suited for resources that can be components of larger and 
whole works.

Front End - citations:

23524 The series title was not included in the data for the citation. This has 
been fixed.

Front End - citation

23561 In some cases authors and other fields in the citation displayed in 
uppercase. This has been fixed.

Front End - citation

In the Primo 4.8.2 service pack, a significant number of issues that relate to 
the Copy Citation feature have been fixed. Because the generation of a 
citation is based on the data contained in the bibliographic record, the 
accuracy of the citation depends on the quality and accuracy of the record. 
We have added a disclaimer to the user interface (see item #23718 below) 
recommending users to check the accuracy of each citation before including 
it in their work.

The following fixes are related to the Copy Citation feature:
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.8.2 Defect Fixes
23564 Full dates (for example, dates that included months and days) did 

not display in citations. This has been fixed.
Front End

23580 In some cases the start and end page numbers were not included in 
the the additional data section and did not display in the citation. 
Now the system gets the page numbers from either the 
‘addata/pages’ field or the citation in the display section of the PNX.

Front End-Basic Search

23594 The citation created using the Alma Services Page was missing 
some data elements (such as the date, volume, and issue). This has 
been fixed.

Front End - citation

23706 Authors did not display in citations for book chapters. This has been 
fixed.

Front End - Look and feel

23718 A disclaimer has been added to the Copy Citation feature 
recommending that users should verify the citation for accuracy. 
This service pack will increase the accuracy of the citations that are 
generated. However, there still may be cases when the citation is 
not accurate because of the variation in data and occasional 
absence of data. 

The following code and label have been added to the Citation Labels 
code table:

     default.citation.labels.disclaimer - Remember to check citations 
for accuracy before including them in your work

You can hide the disclaimer by adding the "display:none" property to 
the following Copy Citation element in your localized CSS file: 

     exlidSaveCitationtile div.EXLSaveCitationDisclaimerRow

Front End-Look and Feel
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